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(WHAT I am going to teach/guide/support…) 

Teaching Methodologies & 

Classroom Management Skills 
(HOW I am going to teach/guide/support…) 

Resources / LTSM 
(WHAT I am going to use to teach/guide/support…) 

Revision of Accounting cycle and Accounting 

equation 

 Revise the source documents 

 Activities on Accounting concepts 

 Understand steps to analyse 

transactions 

 Analise transactions and the effect on 

the accounting equation. 

 

Learners need to use their notes to 

revise the two topics. 

Self-study - Read through their 

textbooks on the Accounting cycle 

and equation. 

Go through all concepts and 

complete all revision activities. 

Textbooks and ePortal & TAPs 

Teaching Tips 

 

PARENTS 

 

Learners need to do self-study. Please ensure 

that your child reads through their textbook on 

the topics, Accounting- cycle and equation. A 

set of exam-type questions on these two topics 

given to learners to work through. 

Exam type questions for revision 

purpose shared with learners. 

 

Work through these activities with your 

child given in the notes. 

 

 

Refer to the ePortal and the TAPs  

Teaching Tips 

 

LEARNERS’ 

ACTIVITIES 

 

 
 

Revision on the accounting cycle, equation, and concepts. 

Work through a case study and use the information to complete the documents. 

Read through notes you have received throughout these two weeks and complete all activities. 

Work through exam type questions on these topics. 

Make use of the three steps and analyse the transactions. Use your textbook if you are still struggling. 

Complete Activities 7, 8, 9 and 10. 

Informal 

Assessment 

Activity 7: A case study and complete the documents 

Activity 8: Matching items on concepts 

Activity 9: Multiple choice questions 

Activity 10: Accounting equation 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



REVISION FOR WEEK 1 AND 2: 

 
  Activity 7 

With the help of your parents, read the following case study and answer the 
following questions: 

 
Yolisa established a business in Parow (6 Read Str) trading as Yolisa Stores.  
She made an initial capital contribution of R120 000 on 1 March 2019.  She 
wrote out a personal cheque and deposited it into the business current bank 
account no 3456789012. 
 

On 5 March 2019, cheque no. 001 was issued to Rhino Furnishers to pay for 
the following: 
 
1 Computer, R6 500,00 
1 Filing Cabinet, R2 500,00 
 

Instructions 
 

1.1.1 Use the above information to complete the following documents in 
your workbook. 

.             

1.1.2 Answer the following questions in your workbook. 

 

 Why do you think it’s important for Yolisa to complete documents 
accurately and timeously? 

 What safety precautions should be considered when issuing cheques? 
 

Worksheet 1.1 – Source documents 

 
 

     
               

       
 



 
 
Activity 8 
Find the term in column B that matches the description in column A and only write 

down the symbol in column B, next to the number in the answer book: 

 
  Write down only the symbol in column B 

1 _____________  6     _____________ 
 

2 _____________  7     _____________ 
 

3 _____________  8     _____________ 
 

4 _____________  9     _____________ 
 

5 _____________  10   _____________ 

Activity 9 – Encircle only the symbol of the correct statement: 

9.1 The possessions of an undertaking are known as ______ 

A) Capital 
B) Assets 
C) Income 

 
9.2 Assets minus liabilities equals _____________ 

A) Expenses 
B) Income 
C) Owner’s equity 

 
9.3 Persons who owe money to the business are classified as _____ 

A) Current liability  
B) Current assets 
C) Non-current assets  

 
9.4 Property, Vehicles and Equipment are __________ 

A) Capital contribution 
B) Non-current assets 
C) Current assets 

 
9.5 If the balance of the Capital of an undertaking is R500 000, the net loss for 

the year amounted to R35 000 and the owner withdrew R12 350 for personal 
use, what does the Owner’s equity amount to? 
A) 523 150 
B) 452 150 
C) 452 650 

 
9.6 If the Assets of a business total R250 000 and the Liabilities R33 750, then the 

Owner’s equity would be ________ 
A) 216 250 
B) 283 750 
C) Is not possible 

 
9.7 When the owner draws money from the business’ bank account, it will be 

recorded in the General ledger, as follows: 
A) Dr Bank Cr Drawings 
B) Dr Drawings Cr Capital 
C) Dr Drawings Cr Bank 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Activity 10 
Study the example carefully and then analyse each transaction under the given headings in the table: 
 

 
 
 

 
 


